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THE HISTORY OF THE LIBYAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM:
THE REASONS FOR FAILURE

In December 2003 a remarkable event occurred – Libya, a former rogue state, turned into a
loyal partner, supporter, and favorite of the West. On December 19, 2003 it declared its com
mitment to stop the implementation of WMD and agreed to the inspections of its nuclear facil
ities, as well as to limit its missile capabilities in accordance with the restrictions imposed by the
Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). The UN Security Council was informed in due
manner.1
Already on December 20, 2003 IAEA Director General Mohamed ElBaradei met the Libyan del
egation in Vienna. During the meeting the parties discussed the issue of inspections at the
Libyan nuclear facilities.2 And on December 27–29 he came to Libya to talk to Muammar
Gaddafi and visit a few nuclear sites, in particular the research center in Tajura. In January
2004 the onsite inspections started – they involved U.S. and British experts.
What was the reason for Libya to develop WMD? Did it help to achieve significant results? Why
did Libya abandon its plans?

Another threat for Libya was the United States, since Gaddafi could not establish a construc
tive dialogue with Washington and accused the U.S.A. of being a symbol of Western imperial
ism.5 After all, the United States supported Israel and Egypt.
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Muammar Gaddafi repeatedly condemned Israel and its nuclear monopoly in the Middle East.
According to the leader of the Libyan revolution, «That means that all foreigners must leave
Palestine and return to their countries of origin. Only Palestinian Jews should stay in Palestine,
as citizens of a secular state where they would live with Palestinian Arabs and Palestinian
Christians. Israel is a colonialistimperialist phenomenon.»3 During his visit to Moscow in
1981 Libyan Prime Minister Abdel Salam Jalloud asked Chairman of the Council of Ministers
Anatoly Kosygin to provide assistance in targeting, radar support from the ships in the
Mediterranean Sea and jamming4 in case of Libya’s military operation against the nuclear cen
ter in Dimona.
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After proclaiming independence in 1951 the country had no territorial disputes with the neigh
bors, nor any other substantial differences that could motivate Libya to develop nuclear
weapons for the sake of security. On the other hand, this Arab state is located in North Africa,
in the Mediterranean and belongs to the Middle East, which has never been stable. In fact,
security issue is one of the most acute for all states of the region, especially in the light of the
ArabIsraeli confrontation that started at that time.
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For the next 30 years after the 1969 coup and the installation of the Gaddafi regime Libya was
actively seeking access to nuclear weapons, or at least, nuclear industry.
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS – HOW IT ALL STARTED

Thus, there was no direct security threat to Libya. On the other hand, the specifics of relations
in the Middle East and the attitude of Arab states to Israel, the United States and Western coun
tries could not but force the Libyan leader to initiate some steps aimed at protecting the coun
try.
However, to a large extent, nuclear weapons were a status factor, which would allow Tripoli to
take a lead in the Arab world and in other Third World countries.6 Such No. 1 position (the first
Arab state with nuclear arsenal) could strengthen the authority of Libya and its positions in the
region.
Nuclear weapons are a complicated and quite expensive project, which requires a lot of time
and money. At first, Libya tried to focus on the development of chemical weapons. The
chances for that were rather high, since it was a less costly process (required smaller invest
ments and more modest research) and it could easily be hidden (unlike nuclear facilities). Such
cheap type of WMD was more attractive for Gaddafi as well, since it could ensure the balance
of power with potential adversaries, taking into account the existing weakness of the Libyan
Armed Forces.
In the mid1980s Libya began the construction of three chemical weapons plants – Rabta,
Sebha, RabtaII near Tarhunah. In the late 1980s it turned out that German ImhausenChemie
was a major subcontractor in building the Rabta plant, while several other German companies
were also involved in the program to a lesser extent. One has to note that the development of
Libyan CW potential got assistance from other nations – Belgium, the U.K., Hungary, GDR,
Denmark, Iraq, Iran, Italy, China, the United States, Thailand, Yugoslavia, and Japan. Many of
them curbed the cooperation with Libya under the U.S. pressure, however.
Washington was extremely discontent with the availability of CW facilities to Tripoli. There is evi
dence that Libya used mustard gas acquired in Iran against the rebels in Chad in 1987. It was
one of a few countries which conducted military operations with the use of CW.
According to some sources, in the mid1980s Libya manufactured over 100 tons of nerve and
blister gases. By 1992 the U.S.led campaign against the country forced its leadership to cur
tail the production capacity, to start the dismantlement of the equipment and to change a num
ber of plants into pharmaceutical enterprises. This happened with the CW agent plant in Rabta,
which before that had produced mustard gas.
Libya also attempted to carry out research in the area of biological weapons production.
Intense studies dealt with pathogens and toxins to be used for military purposes. Hence, Libya
was violating the terms of the Biological Weapons Convention. It is assumed that CW plants in
Rabta and Tarhuna could also be engaged in research on BW development.
As far as nuclear weapons are concerned, the history of their development in Libya can be
divided into three stages:
 1969–1971 – the first attempts to acquire readymade nuclear weapons or their com
ponents;
 1971–1992 – development of Libya’s civilian programs designated to create the closed
nuclear fuel cycle with the potential for further diversion into military uses and produc
tion of a plutoniumbased nuclear explosive device;
 1995–2003 – drift towards centrifugal uranium enrichment.
At first, Muammar Gaddafi tried to purchase nuclear weapons. It is noteworthy that Libya
turned to Egypt with such offers. The latter was demonstrating interest in nuclear technologies
since the early 1950s and tried to acquire nuclear weapons from China and the United States,7
but these attempts failed. In 1961 the U.S.S.R supplied Egypt with a 2MW reactor,8 but it was
not helpful in nuclear weapons production. However, Gaddafi must have assumed that Egypt
was more successful in this area than we think now.
In the early 1970s Libya also addressed China, hoping that Beijing would be an easier negoti
ation partner than Western countries. For that purpose Prime Minister of Libya Abdel Salam
Jalloud went to Beijing in 1971. However, China refused to sell the nukes9 and was only willing
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to provide the assistance of Chinese experts.10 After all, how could China supply Libya with
nuclear weapons, if it had quite a limited arsenal itself?!
When the attempts to buy nuclear weapons failed, Libya decided to develop its own program.
This required the construction of a sophisticated nuclear infrastructure, including closed
nuclear fuel cycle. This task implied the existence of scientific and technical capabilities, which
Libya lacked. The country was ready to pay any price for nuclear technologies – the money was
plenty after the oil crisis in the 1970s.
Under the cover of civilian nuclear industry, Libya launched various projects with other coun
tries, in order to obtain nuclear technologies and personnel training. Gaddafi was trying at all
azimuths – in 1971–1981 Libya signed a number of agreements with Argentina, Belgium, India,
Pakistan, the Soviet Union, and France. Not all of these documents were fully implemented.
One of the first cooperation partners in the area of nuclear energy development was Argentina.
In 1974 Buenos Aires agreed to supply equipment and staff for geological surveys and urani
um production. Libyan chemists went to Argentina for training.11
Despite the antiSoviet sentiments in the early years of his rule, by the mid1970s Muammar
Gaddafi changed his orientation and turned to the U.S.S.R for help. In 1977 the Libyan dele
gation visited Moscow and asked the Kremlin to assist in the construction of natural uranium
heavywatermoderated reactor, heavy water production facility, reprocessing plant for irradi
ated nuclear fuel and plutonium separation and other related facilities. It was a matter of devel
oping the closed nuclear fuel cycle and Libya was ready to pay $10 billion for the services.12
This proposal led to serious discussions in the Soviet leadership. The Ministry of Medium
MachineBuilding was supporting the idea – the price was attractive and there was a desire to
support Arabs in their conflict with Israel.13 The MFA was strongly against such cooperation
fearing nuclear proliferation and the emergence of new nuclear weapon states. As a result, it
was decided to reject the Libyan offer and to assist the country in a different way. The Soviet
Union helped in the establishment of the research center in Tajura and supplied Libya with a
light water 10MW reactor that was using highly enriched uranium.14 It became operational in
1981,15 and the U.S.S.R insisted on the permanent presence of the Soviet specialists in Tajura,
in order to have assurances of peaceful nuclear uses and control the HEU. This was a mutual
ly beneficial enterprise, since Libya anyway needed the assistance of the Soviet experts.16

In fact, Western countries (for example, France and Belgium) also rendered assistance to Libya
in the development of its nuclear programs. In 1975 during his visit to Tripoli French Prime
Minister Jacques Chirac21 agreed to provide the country with a desalination plant powered by a
600MW nuclear reactor. However, the cooperation plans were not carried out.22 Besides, Libya
intended to purchase 20 calutrons from ThomsonCSF in France – the equipment was desig
nated for electromagnetic separation of isotopes and, hence, uranium enrichment. This con
tract was also sabotaged by the French government.23
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The agreement that was so attractive to Libya remained on paper. Perestroika in the U.S.S.R
and respective changes in the Soviet policy resulted in the decline of nuclear cooperation with
Tripoli, while Libyan activities on the world arena did not facilitate further development and
strengthening of SovietLibyan ties either.
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Since 1977 Moscow and Tripoli were discussing the possibility of construction of the Soviet
nuclear power plant with two 440MW reactors on the Cirta coast.17 In February 1982 the par
ties agreed that Atomenergoexport18 would participate in the construction of an NPP in Libya.19
The same year the Finnish ImatranVoima, which should have taken part in the construction of
the cooling system for the reactor core, refused to be involved in the project.20 Design and
architecture were the responsibility of Belgonucleaire, but the Belgian government cancelled
the deal and banned its participation in the project.
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The Soviet Union insisted that Libya ratified the NPT in 1975 (it was signed by King Idris I
already in 1969) and signed the safeguards agreements with the IAEA in 1980. So the research
center in Tajura and the reactor were now under the IAEA safeguards.

As far as cooperation with Belgium is concerned, it started in the early 1970s and reached its
peak in 1981–1982. Within the framework of their contract with the Libyan Atomic Energy
Commission, two companies – Belgatom and Belgonucleaire – provided technical assistance
to the research center in Tajura (the reactor was supplied by the U.S.S.R, as we all remember).
In 1984 the parties signed a $1bnworth contract on the NPP construction with the Soviet
nuclear reactor. Belgonucleaire was in charge of design and architecture,24 as we have men
tioned above, but the deal was cancelled under the U.S. pressure.25
Due to the deterioration of relations with the West, Libya eventually faced tough confrontation
and access to Western nuclear technologies was cut off. So the leadership of this Arab coun
try had to expand its contacts with the developing nations and seek other ways to get neces
sary materials and technologies.
In 1978 Libya tried to establish relations with India – the latter had a sophisticated nuclear
infrastructure and conducted its first tests in 1974. In July 1978 two prime ministers signed the
agreement on peaceful nuclear energy uses. India committed itself to assist Libya in achieving
independent nuclear power in exchange for lowcost oil supplies to India.26 According to the
agreement, Libyan students and scientists could go to Indian research centers for training and
studying.
Meanwhile, Muammar Gaddafi initiated cooperation with Pakistan – and this after all resulted
in the deterioration of LibyanIndian ties. Gaddafi presumed that Pakistani achievements in
nuclear weapons development would be divided 50/50. The cooperation between Libya and
Pakistan in the late 1970s was an intergovernmental interaction, which ended up when the
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto regime was overthrown.
The major difference from any other Libyan nuclear cooperation projects was drastic. Unlike
previous attempts, Libya was not acquiring its own weapons – on the contrary, it helped
Pakistan to develop nuclear weapons and provided the country with $100–500 million for that
purpose.27
Beside financial aid, Libya exported over 2,000 tons of uranium concentrate to Pakistan.
According to the 2004 IAEA report,28 in 1978–1981 Libya imported from Niger 2,263 tons of
uranium concentrate. But since the safeguards agreement with the IAEA was signed in 1980,
the Libyan leadership declared only the amount purchased after 1980. Previous purchases of
uranium were not reported to the Agency, so Libya could freely provide assistance to Pakistan
in its nuclear weapon program.
Gaddafi’s unscrupulous cooperation with both India and Pakistan, despite their confrontation,
indicates that he did not care about the source of aid in nuclear weapons development – ends
were much more important than means. Therefore, Libya was signing one contract after anoth
er with the countries from different political and ideological blocs.
Thus, the second stage in the development of nuclear industry and closed nuclear fuel cycle
was not successful for Libya either. Expected results were not achieved, numerous agreements
were not implemented. The Sovietmade research center could not be used for the production
of nuclear weapons – the capacity of the plant (10MW) was not enough, though the reactor
used highly enriched uranium. After all, the reactor was under the IAEA safeguards, so it was
difficult to divert it anyway. Western countries turned their backs to Libya, since it was accused
of sponsoring international terrorism.
But technology was not sufficient – Libya required human resources capable of working in the
nuclear industry. Libyan students could be found all over the place – they were studying
nuclear physics in Argentina, India, the United States, the U.S.S.R, and Western Europe. For
instance, in 1980, 25 Libyan students had nuclear technology course at the Technical
Research Center in Finland.29
Moreover, before the U.S. State Department decision of 1983 banning the citizens of Libya and
other Third World countries closely connected with Libya to study at the nuclear faculties in the
U.S. universities, this country was a popular destination for Libyan students and researchers.30
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The situation changed after a series of terrorist attacks (including the European territory), of
which the Libyan government was accused. After the explosion of U.S. PAN AM airplane in
Lockerby in 1988 and French UTA planed in Niger, the UN Security Council introduced sanc
tions against Libya in 1992.
Resolution 748 spoke about embargo on air transportation, supplies of arms and weapons,
restrictions on the activities of diplomatic and consular missions, constraints for the movement
of those Libyan citizens who were suspected of being terrorists or sponsors of terrorism.31
These measures were further expanded in Resolution 883 (1993), which froze some Libyan
assets abroad, tightened air embargo and prohibited supplies of some equipment used at the
oil pipeline terminals and refineries.32 This was a serious blow for the Libyan key source of earn
ings – oil industry.
The sanctions resulted in the interruption of nuclear cooperation and hampered even normal
economic links with Libya. However, this was not an obstacle for the ambitious Libyan leader,
who decided to intensify nuclear activities in 1995.33 Due to the UN sanctions, such activities
could occur only at the black markets of nuclear technologies, i.e. Gaddafi turned to the noto
rious A.Q. Khan network.
NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND THE KHAN NETWORK
According to the IAEA report, Muammar Gaddafi and the Libyan officials first met A.Q. Kan in
January 1984. The Pakistani dealer told his interlocutors about the nuclearmaterial produc
tion technology. Libya got an offer to buy the centrifugal uranium enrichment technology, but
technical knowledge of the Libyans was insufficient to realize this plan.34 Relations deepened
in 1989–1991 and Tripoli obtained information about L1 centrifuges developed by the
Pakistani physicist and some of its components were scheduled for transfer.35 However, Libya
was dissatisfied with the deal – it condemned A.Q. Khan for supplying old components of the
centrifuges which could not be used to implement the nuclear program.36 Moreover, Libya did
not receive any assembled centrifuge, partly due to the UN Security Council sanctions (much
of the purchased equipment was left in storage in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates).

After the U.S. and U.K. inspections and the IAEA inspections in late 2003 – early 2004, it turned
out that many components were not even unpacked and were stored at hidden warehouses.
Scientific and technical difficulties were the major reason for Libya’s failure to develop nuclear
weapons and nuclear industry as such, even though the country possessed all necessary
financial and technical capabilities.
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The A.Q. Khan network was only an intermediary in the production and delivery of components
and equipment in different countries. The process of supplies of nuclear technologies and
equipment to Libya involved the individuals and corporations from 13 states – Germany, Spain,
Italy, Lichtenstein, Malaysia, the United Arab Emirates, Pakistan, South Korea, Singapore,
Turkey, Switzerland, South Africa, and Japan.39 Libya paid to the network over $100 million.40
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In September 2000 Libya was also supplied with two L2 centrifuges and placed an order for
another 5,000 of them and appropriate supplementary equipment. The order was then
increased to 10,000 centrifuges. Starting from December 2002 the massive delivery of L
2 components to Libya began.
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The first successful test of L1 was finished by October 2000. In late 2000 Libya launched the
stagebystage installation of cascades with 9, 19 and 64 centrifuges. By April 2002, when
Libya had to move this equipment for security reasons to some other locations, the cascades
were at different phases of completion, but none of them was finished mainly for technical rea
sons.38
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A new contract on centrifuge supplies with A.Q. Khan was signed in 1995 and two years later
Libya finally received 20 readymade centrifuges and the components to assemble another
200.37 In 2000 it got two test centrifuges which supposedly had been used to develop the
Pakistani Abomb.

CONCLUSION
In the 1970–1980s Libya passed a long way in establishing contacts with other nations in order
to obtain nuclear technologies. Muammar Gaddafi managed to achieve a lot – numerous
agreements were signed, but only some of them were carried out. Regardless of Libyan desire
to develop nuclear weapons, the country had serious chances to develop a mighty nuclear
industry. But it failed and there were several reasons for that.
First of all, the WMD programs required the assistance of foreign experts and technologies
from abroad.41 Thanks to substantial investments, the Libyan leader succeeded in attracting
them and in providing education and training for Libyan researchers. However, this was not
enough.
Secondly, a complicated power system in Libya, the lack of clear division of powers among the
major bodies and unlimited ruling authority of Muammar Gaddafi impeded the process of inter
action with other countries. According a famous European nonproliferation expert Harald
Mueller, the key reason for failure was not the lack of financial or scientific components, but the
ineptitude of the Libyan authorities.42
Thirdly, the aggressive statements by Gaddafi with respect to Israel, the United States and the
West also aggravated the situation. As a result, many agreements on cooperation in peaceful
nuclear energy uses were not carried out.
Libya’s refusal to continue the WMD programs is a sample of nonproliferation solutions
achieved through diplomatic efforts of the international community. Libya and its leader
Muammar Gaddafi could become a good example for today’s Iran and North Korea, but only
the time will show if it happens one day.
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